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Key Call:  This week's reported natural gas injection is below the long term average rate and well below the rate

needed to reach the 3.8 Tcf storage target prior to the beginning of the winter heating season. We would need

weekly injections of 124 Bcf for the remaining 11 weeks of the injection season to reach that storage target.  Such

a strong consecutive gain has never been achieved this century. The fact that Canada, where storage is also short
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heading into winter, has cut their net imports into the U.S. this week down by 500 MMcf/d does not make us more

optimistic. So while the market pricing quarter to date has been improving, we marvel that just 37 days from now,

the 3Q18 will end and the average price will come inline with our forecast which was made months ago when we

thought we would fill up storage to the target level.  Now, we are all but certain storage will not fill. And we do

not see stronger production being able to make up the gap. We anticipate significant upward pressure on natural

gas prices this winter and we will revise our 4Q18 and 2019 natural gas price forecasts soon. And because NGL

prices are linked to natural gas, especially on the lighter end of the basket, and with high export market demand

showing in the numbers, we will be revising our forward NGL purity prices upward as well. 

Weekly Working Natural Gas Storage: The EIA reported estimated U.S. working natural gas storage for the week ended

8/17/2018 at 2,435 bcf which compares to a consensus estimate of 2,437 bcf, and which marks a 48 bcf injection from last

week's level.  Stocks this week were 684 bcf undershooting last year's level of 3,119 bcf at this time but were weaker than

the five year average (by 599 bcf) yet below the 5 year average minimum of the range of the 5 year average minimum and

average maximum for this reported week. 

    

This week's 48 bcf change in working gas storage levels represents  an injection that is below the consensus estimate of a

50 bcf injection and compares to last week's 33 bcf injection, the 43 bcf injection last year and the long run five year

average 51 bcf injection for the same week. 

    

Weekly Rig Counts: The Baker Hughes active US rotary rig count this week dropped by 13 over the week to 1,044 rigs,

with oil rigs fell by 9 to 860 and gas rigs fell by 4 to 182. Compared to last year, this week's US active rig count rose by

104 from last year's level of 940.  

Commitment of Traders: The CFTC's 8/24/2018 commitment of traders report for NYMEX natural gas futures and options

showed that reportable financial positions (Managed Money and Other) on 8/21/2018 were 63,302 net short while

reportable commercial operator positions came in with a 29,347 net long position. Total open interest was reported for this

week at 1,627,010 and was up 22,076 lots from last week's reported 1,604,934 level. Sequentially, commercial operators

this reporting week were cutting longs by 4,052 while adding to shorts by 13,194. Financial speculators cut shorts and

added longs for the week (-10,631 vs 3,927, respectively).  The net long decline this week which follows a net long decline

last week shows operators clearly seem to be even less optimistic this week, while financial speculators appear to be even

more bullish given a net long gain this week after a net long gain last week. 

LPG Export Analysis:  For the report week, the total US waterborne LPG exports were 1095 Mbbl/d, out of which the

PADD 3 region accounted for 93.5%.  U.S. total exports were the same as last week.   Compared to year ago and normal

ranges, this week's reported data increased by 268 Mbbl/d versus last year, and  grew by 345 Mbbl/d versus 3 years ago. 

Mexico Export Analysis:  Estimated dry gas exports from US to Mexico on 8/24/2018 is at 4,099 MMcf/d, out of which

US Gulf region provided 85.6%.  U.S. total exports dropped by 25 MMcf/d versus last week, as California stepped up by 2

MMcf/d, Southwest fell by 2 MMcf/d, and Gulf dropped by 26 MMcf/d.   Compared to year ago and normal ranges, this

week's reported data came in higher by 268 MMcf/d versus last year, and by 345 MMcf/d versus 3 years ago.



 

Canada Export & Import Analysis:  On 8/24/2018, estimated dry gas imports from Canada were 7,997 MMcf/d while

exports to Canada were 2,902 MMcf/d, yielding net imports to the U.S. of  5,094  MMcf/d. Net imports fell by 414 MMcf/d

versus last week, reduced by 828 MMcf/d versus last year and lost ground by 1068 MMcf/d versus three years ago. 

Weekly Benchmark Prices, Differentials & Margins: Although undershooting the 5 year average of $3.13/MMBtu this

time of the year, the intraday spot market price for natural gas at Henry Hub  is $3.01/MMBtu on 8/24/2018, staying the

same as the close of last Friday while the year ago closing value was $2.97 /MMBtu. The weekly average gas price this

week gained $0.01/MMBtu to $3.01/MMBtu versus the year ago and long term weekly average values of $2.95 and

$3.04/MMBtu, respectively. 

    

Intraday on 8/24/2018, WTI crude prices traded at $69.70/bbl, which represents a $3.79/bbl or 5% gain from the close of

the EIA report week seven days ago and compares to $47.23/bbl a year ago. The Brent Dated spot price closed at

$75.06/bbl, higher by $4.09/bbl or 5% from the end of the EIA report week seven days ago. A year earlier, the Brent dated

spot price stood at $70.97/bbl. The differentials between closing Brent and WTI spots rose this week by $0.30/bbl to

$5.36/bbl which compares to $4.29/bbl a year ago. 

    

Weekly Gas-to-Oil (GOR) Ratio: The weekly average Gas-to-Oil (GOR) ratio based on WTI thereby decreased to

26.0%, which is down from the prior week's 26.7% and compares to the year ago and 5 year average ratios of 36.3% and

29.5%, respectively. 

    

Cumulative Quarterly & Annual Comps: The quarter to date natural gas price stands at $2.87/MMBtu, inline with our

outlook price of $2.93/MMBtu looks likely to come inline. If prices hold inline with Friday's price range through the quarter's

end, the average quarterly price will come in at $2.93/MMBtu. That would exactly hit our expected outlook. 

    

The quarter to date WTI price stands at $69.54 /bbl, and our outlook price of $64.68/bbl looks likely to be beat. If prices

hold inline with Friday's price range through the quarter's end, the average quarterly price will come in at $69.60/bbl. That

would represent a 8% upside surprise over our expected outlook. 

    

Given the upside WTI and downside gas prices that are likely to be realized in 3Q18, our outlook for the quarter’s GOR is

similarly going to be affected.  Rather than coming in at 26.6% as our outlooks for WTI and natural gas would imply, the

3Q18 GOR could come in at 24.7% which represents about 2% downside miss below  what we expected, if component

prices held at 8/24/2018 levels through the end of the quarter. 

    

Year to date, with this report week showing  a weekly injection, US cumulative working gas stocks have posted a

cumulative withdrawal of 588 bcf since the beginning of the year. That withdrawall is 418 bcf above the 171 bcf cumulative

withdrawal through this time last year. This week's cumulative withdrawal is 344 bcf deeper than the 5 year average, and is

actually worse than the 341 bcf cumulative withdrawal we tallied last week. 

 



 

News and Views

 

Cogent Midstream expands in Midland Basin: Cogent Midstream LLC has announced that it will expand natural gas

processing capacity in Midland Basin in West Texas by adding Big Lake II to the existing Big Lake I plant. Our View: The

total natural gas processing capacity of both plants will be 510 MMcf/d. These are sizable plants and they represent a

sizable incremenal addtion to Permian Basin processing capability. Our Stratas Advisors Infrastructure database shows the

basin-wide total projected natural gas processing capacity in the Permian by the end of 2019 will be 5200 MMcf/d.  These

two projects now account for roughly 10% of capacity additions.

Midcoast Energy announces new gas pipeline serving Houston Ship Channel: Midcoast Energy LLC has launched an

open season for the 150-mile CJ Express pipeline serving the Houston Ship Channel. Our View: Midcoast says their Texas

gathering and processing system extends a total of 4300 miles. Although the CJ Express would add less than 4% of the

total, the 4 miles being added are in fact quite crucial miles. If the open season is successful and the pipeline gets built, it

would provide direct connectivity from the Carthage area to the US Gulf Coast where demand is heating up for gas-hungry

domestic petrochemical, methanol, power, refining plants and for supply-hungry export markets.

AES inaugurates first LNG terminal in Central America: AES Corporation inaugurated a combined cycle power plant

and a liquefied natural gas (LNG) terminal in Panama at a total of $1.5 billion investment. Our View: The total capacity of

the project is slightly over 50 MMcfd. If US can capture the entire capacity, it would represent 1.3% of US exports to

Mexico based on the numbers in the table above. However, it is likely that US has a competitor in Trinidad to supply the

natural gas to Central America. 

FERC approves Rover pipeline’s Burgettstown and Majorsville laterals: Energy Transfer Partners LP announced that

they have received FERC approval to begin operations on the Burgettstown and Majorsville supply laterals. The

Burgettstown lateral is 51 miles long while the Majorsville lateral is 24 miles long. The two laterals account for 10% of total

length of Rover pipeline.

Our View on new pipeline imports coming into Mexico: The United States natural gas pipeline exports to Mexico are

generally increasing following the expansions of pipeline takeaway capacity across the US Mexico border.  These exports

have ranged between 4.0 to 4.3 for prior weeks, but are averaging 4.1 bcf/day as per the data reported by Stratas

Advisors. Other firms are reportedly suggesting exports were as high as 5 bcf per day in July 2018. We see strong exports

being supported with the commissioning of Nueva Era pipeline and the El Encino Topolobampo pipeline earlier in the month.

But furthermore, six additional new pipelines are under construction to start up in the coming quarters.  While this could

reduce LNG imports (Manzanilla and Altamira), the new pipeline connectivity should increase pipeline imports from the U.S.

Stay tuned for more updates on Mexico exports!
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